Approved Courses - Chinese

China Related Humanities & Social Science Courses
(Break down by Department)

Anthropology:
- ANTH 328 Gender and Sexuality in China
- ANTH 370 Han Chinese Society and Culture
- ANTH 406 China's Environment
- ANTH 444 Politics of Representation in Modern China
- ANTH 470 Minority Peoples of China

Art History:
- ART H 212 Chinese Art and Visual Culture
- ART H 310 Chinese Art and Archaeology Neolithic to Han Dynasty
- ART H 311 Arts of Imperial China
- ART H 411 Chinese Painting Experiences, 900-1800
- ART H 412 Art History and the Study of Chinese Bronzes
- ART H 413 Selected Topics in Chinese Art

Asian Languages & Literature:
- ASIAN 200 Introduction to Asian Languages & Literature
- ASIAN 211 Languages and Cultures of China
- ASIAN 401 Introduction to Asian Linguistics
- ASIAN 404 Writing Systems

Gender, Women, and Sexuality Studies:
- GWSS 328 Gender and Sexuality in China
- GWSS 457 Women in China to 1800
- GWSS 459 Gender Histories of Modern China, 18th to 20th Centuries

Geography:
- GEOG 236 Development and Challenge in Greater China
- GEOG 336 Development and Challenge in China
- GEOG 435 Industrialization and Urbanization in China

History:
- HSTAS 211 History of Chinese Civilization
HSTAS 354 Modern China: From Empire to Republics
HSTAS 451 Chinese History: Earliest Times to 221 BC
HSTAS 452 Chinese History from Earliest Times to 1276
HSTAS 453 Chinese History from 1276-1895
HSTAS 454 History of Modern China
HSTAS 456 Topics in Chinese Social History
HSTAS 457 Women in China to 1800
HSTAS 459 Gender Histories of Modern China, 18th to 20th Centuries
HSTAS 460 Cities in China: Past and Present

International Studies (Jackson School):
- JSIS A 236 Development and Challenge in Greater China
- JSIS A 328/ GWSS 328 Gender and Sexuality in China
- JSIS D 354 Modern China: From Empire to Republics
- JSIS A 370 Han Chinese Society and Culture
- JSIS 484 Special Topics (when China is topic)
- JSIS A 403 Politics of Representation in Modern China
- JSIS A 404 Religion in China
- JSIS A 406 China’s Environment
- JSIS A 408 Government and Politics of China
- JSIS A 454 History of Modern China
- JSIS A 456 Topics in Chinese Social History
- JSIS A 459 United States-China Relations
- JSIS A 460 Cities in China: Past and Present
- JSIS A 464 Contemporary Society in the Peoples Republic of China
- JSIS A 467 China’s Rise and Its Global Implications
- JSIS A 470 Minority Peoples of China

Political Science:
- POL S 419 United States-China Relations
- POL S 442 Government and Politics of China

Sociology:
- SOC 464 Contemporary Society in the Peoples Republic of China

NOTE: Special Topics courses can apply when the topic is China.

Click here for a list of current quarter classes approved for the major and minor.
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